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Abstract— This work proposes to use passive acoustic percep-
tion as an additional sensing modality for intelligent vehicles.
We demonstrate that approaching vehicles behind blind corners
can be detected by sound before such vehicles enter in line-
of-sight. We have equipped a hybrid Prius research vehicle
with a roof-mounted microphone array, and show on data
collected with this sensor setup that wall reflections provide
information on the presence and direction of approaching
vehicles. A novel method is presented to classify if and from
what direction a vehicle is approaching before it is visible, using
as input Direction-of-Arrival features that can be efficiently
computed from the streaming microphone array data. Since
the ego-vehicle position within the local geometry affects the
perceived patterns, we systematically study several locations
and acoustic environments, and investigate generalization across
these environments. With a static ego-vehicle, an accuracy of
92% is achieved on the hidden vehicle classification task, and
approaching vehicles are on average detected correctly 2.25
seconds in advance. By stochastic exploring configurations using
fewer microphones, we find that on par performance can be
achieved with only 7 out of 56 available positions in the array.
Finally, we demonstrate positive results on acoustic detection
while the vehicle is driving, and study failure cases to identify
future research directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Highly automated and self-driving vehicles currently rely
on three main sensors to identify visible objects, namely
camera, lidar, and radar. Each sensor has its own advantages
and disadvantages, thus multiple sensing modalities are used
to increase robustness or to perform complementing tasks.
However, the capabilities of these conventional sensors can
be limited in urban environments when sight is obstructed
by narrow streets, trees, parked vehicles, and other traffic.
Approaching road users may therefore remain undetected by
the main sensors, resulting in dangerous situations and last-
moment emergency maneuvers [1]. While future V2X might
help to reduce this problem, creating a robust omnipresent
communication layer is still an open problem [2], and
excludes road users without wireless capabilities.
Acoustic perception does not rely on line-of-sight, and can
provide a wide range of complementary and important cues
on nearby traffic: There are salient sounds with specified
meanings, e.g. sirens, car horns, and reverse driving warning
beeps of trucks, but also inadvertent sounds, such as tire-road
contact and engine sounds of cars, buses, mopeds, cyclists.
In this work, we propose to use multiple cheap mi-
crophones to capture traffic sound as an additional sens-
ing modality for early detection of approaching vehicles
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(c) Sound localization with a vehicle-mounted microphone array detects the
wall reflection of an approaching vehicle behind a corner before it appears
Fig. 1. When an intelligent vehicle approaches a blind corner, (a) traditional
line-of-sight sensors cannot determine if the corner is safe to pass until the
vehicle is much closer, while (b) acoustic cues can provide early warnings
of an approaching vehicle. Directional information confirms that the sound
comes from around corner, and not a different source. (c) shows this effect
using real-time beamforming in real outdoor conditions.
behind blind corners. Crucially, our data-driven approach
classifies acoustic reflection patterns to identify dangerous
situations in urban settings with occlusions and alleys. This
can provide early warnings before conventional line-of-sight
sensing detects the approaching traffic, see Figure 1. While a
vehicle should always exit a narrow street or walled garage
cautiously, such early warning would reduce the need for
last-moment emergency braking.
II. RELATED WORKS
We here review the most relevant applications and methods
for our approach, before listing this paper’s contributions.
In the automotive domain, acoustics are typically found in
active ultrasonic near-range sensing [3]. Although acoustic
cues are known to be crucial for traffic awareness by pedes-
trians and cyclist [4], only few works have explored passive
acoustic sensing as a sensor for Intelligent Vehicles (IV).
[5], [6], [7] focus on detection and tracking in direct line-of-
sight. [8], [9] address detection behind corners from a static
observer. [8] only show experiments without directional
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estimation. [9] tries to accurately model wave refractions,
but experiments in an artificial lab setup show limited
success. Both [8], [9] rely on strong modeling assumptions,
ignoring that other informative patterns could be present in
the acoustic data.
Acoustic traffic perception is furthermore used for road-
side traffic monitoring, e.g. to counting vehicles and es-
timating traffic density [10], [11]. It is important to note
that Electric Vehicles (EVs) may reduce overall traffic noise,
though [12] shows that at 20-30km/h the noise levels for EV
and internal combustion vehicles are already similar due to
tire-road contact. The study in [13] finds that at lower speeds
the difference is only about 4-5 dB, while many EVs also
suffer from audible narrow peaks in the spectrum. Since low
speed EVs may impact acoustic perception of human traffic
participants [4], legal minimum sound requirements are being
proposed [14], [15].
Outside IV, acoustic sensing is an active research topic in
domains such as surveillance [16] and robotics [17], e.g. to
localizing and separating dominant sound sources [18], [19],
While mobile robotic platforms in outdoor environments
may suffer from vibrations and wind, various works have
demonstrated detection and localization of salient sounds
on moving drones [20] and wheeled platforms [21], [6].
Direction-of-Arrival estimation is a key task for sound
source localization, and over the past decades many methods
have been proposed, popular choices [22] include Steered-
Response Power Phase Transform (SRP-PHAT) [23], which
is well-suited for reverberant environments with possibly
distant unknown sound sources, and MUltiple SIgnal Classi-
fication (MUSIC) [24], which performs subspace analysis
of the received signal covariance to identify uncorrelated
source signals. Intuitively, such signal processing techniques
triangulate sources by comparing differences in signal arrival
time, and generate spatial distributions of source locations
through beamforming. Still, in urban settings nearby walls,
corners and surfaces distort sound signals through reflections
and diffractions [25]. Accounting for such distortions can
improve localization [21], [26].
Recently, data-driven methods have shown promising re-
sults in challenging real-world conditions for various acoustic
tasks. For instance, learned sound models assist monau-
ral source separation [27], and source localization from
direction-dependent attenuations by fixed structures [28]. In-
creasingly, deep learning is used for audio classification [29],
[30], localization [19], and even sound wave generation [31].
Analogous to our work, [32] presents a first deep learning
method for non-line-of-sight sensing but with automotive
radar rather than sound. While the effect of occlusions on
sensors measurements is difficult to model [9], learning these
from data thus appears a good alternative.
This paper provides the following contributions:
1) A novel perception method for intelligent vehicles
is proposed, which detects approaching vehicles be-
hind blind corners using only vehicle-mounted micro-
phones, before line-of-sight detection is feasible. The
task is cast as a multi-class classification problem to
identify if and from what corner a vehicle is approach-
ing. We demonstrate that good results can already be
obtained using robust and well known Direction-of-
Arrival features as the input to our classifier, even
without deep learning a feature extractor on large
amounts of data.
2) We present a new demonstrator vehicle setup with
a front-facing microphone array, which can be used
for synchronized data collection with other common
vehicle sensors. The prototype array will be used to
study the impact of array design choices (e.g. number
of microphones), and facilitates experimentation with
future acoustic perception tasks, for which we will
show a few potential use cases.
3) We collected a new audio-visual dataset with our re-
search vehicle in real-world urban environments. Using
this data we investigate the impact on accuracy of our
task for various conditions, such as different locations
and acoustic environments, moving versus static ego-
vehicle, and the number of microphones.
III. APPROACH
In this section, we first provide details of our novel
vehicle sensor setup, and then describe our occluded vehicle
detection method that we developed on this platform.
A. Acoustic perception research vehicle
A
B
C
Fig. 2. Sensor setup of our test vehicle. A: Center of the 56 MEMS acoustic
array. B: signal processing unit. C: front camera behind windscreen. Inset:
the diameter of a single MEMS microphone is only 12mm.
We have mounted a custom microphone array on the
roof rack of our research vehicle [33], a hybrid electric
Toyota Prius. The microphone array hardware consists of
56 ADMP441 MEMS microphones, support data acquisition
at 48 kHz sample rate, 24 bits resolution, synchronous
sampling, and was bought from CAE Software & Systems
GmbH with a metal frame that distributes the microphones
almost uniformly but irregularly in a 0.8m × 0.7m square.
The general purpose layout was designed by the company
through stochastic optimization to have large variance in
(a) Stroller at a distance (b) Electric scooter (c) Scooter overtaking (d) Car passing by (e) Oncoming car
Fig. 3. Qualitative examples of 2D Direction-of-Arrival estimation overlaid on the camera image (zoomed). (a): Stroller wheels are picked up even at a
distance. (b), (c): Both conventional and more quiet electric scooters are detected. (d): The loudest sound of a passing vehicle is typically the road contact
of the individual tires. (e): Even when the ego-vehicle drives at ∼ 30 km/h, oncoming moving vehicles are still registered as salient sources.
inter-microphone distances and serve a wide range of acous-
tic imaging tasks. The center of the microphone array (see
Figure 2) is about 1.78m above the ground, and 0.54m above
and 0.50m behind the used front camera.
The vehicle is also equipped with cameras (and other
sensors, not used in this work) for data collection and
processing. A signal processing unit receives the analog
microphone signals, and sends the data to the PC through
Ethernet running a custom software interface for the Robot
Operating System (ROS). As depicted in the inset of the
Figure 2, the microphones themselves are only 12mm wide
and cost only about US$1. In the future, the array can be
rearranged with fewer microphones and placed at different
locations around the vehicle rather than on top, and integrated
in a smaller form factor. Still, the large array has research
benefits to investigate the impact on the number of micro-
phones, and the 2D planar microphone arrangement provides
both horizontal and vertical resolution such that Direction-
of-Arrival responses can be overlaid as a 2D heatmap [34]
on the front camera image. In Figure 3 we demonstrate
some interesting qualitative findings observed while using
the vehicle in urban traffic. The examples highlight that
this approach can already detect various important acoustic
events for autonomous driving in line-of-sight, such as the
presence of vehicles and some vulnerable road users (e.g.
strollers). Sound sources that are not yet in line-of-sight can
also be detected, as Figure 1c illustrated. This observation is
the basis for our occluded vehicle detection described in the
next section.
B. Occluded vehicle detection
We now focus on the task of detecting approaching
vehicles behind a blind corner, which we formulate as an
online classification task. As the ego-vehicle approaches a
blind corner, the acoustic measurements made over short time
spans should be assigned to one in a set of four classes,
C = {left, front, right, none}, with the following
semantics:
• left: an occluded vehicle approaches from the left
behind a blind corner (i.e. no direct line-of-sight),
• right: similarly, an occluded vehicle approaching
behind a blind corner on the right,
• front: a vehicle in front in direct line-of-sight,
• none: no approaching vehicle in front of ego-vehicle.
This categorization poses a more challenging prospect than
only binary ‘car in proximity’ vs. ‘no car’ classification.
While we currently disregard a ‘back’ class, which would
overlap with ‘front’ due to the symmetries in our prototype
array’s current 2D layout, we do require distinguishing where
a vehicle is coming from.
Our method classifies Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) patterns
obtained from the array through signal processing, which
represent the sound intensity for different directions around
the vehicle. For occluded objects, the most salient direction
is often a reflection on nearby walls, rather than directly
towards the approaching target (we will confirm this in
Section IV-B). We therefore propose to distinguish direction
by training a classifier on the pattern, rather than taking the
most prominent direction at face value. An overview of the
processing pipeline is shown in Figure 4.
First, the M synchronized signals are split into temporal
windows of fixed duration of δt seconds. To capture low
frequency signals well, we typically use δt = 1s, though
shorter windows are also feasible (see Experiments). On each
signal, a Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is computed
with a Hann windowing function, and a frequency bandpass
only keeps responses in the [fmin, fmax] Hz range.
From the M STFTs the DoA energy can be computed for
any given azimuth angle α around the vehicle. We use the
Steered-Response Power Phase Transform (SRP-PHAT) [23]
which, like many DoA algorithms, identifies direction from
the temporal offsets in the signals of microphone pairs, as
that relates to their relative distance to the source. The Gener-
alized Cross Correlation Phase Transform (GCC-PHAT) is a
common measure for the correlation between the signals of a
microphone pair m1, m2 with a given delay θm1,m2 between
them. The SRP-PHAT can be intuitively be understood as a
summation of the GCC-PHAT over all microphone pairs [23]
in the array, which improves robustness in adverse acoustic
environments.
In our application the distance to the sound source is
unknown, but expected to be much larger than the array
diameter. We therefore [23] perform far-field localization,
i.e. the arriving audio waves appear planar rather than
spherical. The time-difference of arrival θm1,m2(α) between
microphone m1,m2 can then be written as a function [22] of
the azimuth angle α, given the known microphone 3D spatial
positions, the sampling frequency, the sound propagation
speed c (we use a default estimate of c = 343m/s), and
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Fig. 4. Overview of our acoustic detection pipeline, see Section III-B for an explanation of the steps.
assuming 0◦ elevation (i.e. sources lie on horizontal plane).
In practice, we first split the M STFTs along the temporal
dimension into L non-overlapping segments and per segment
compute the DoA energy for multiple azimuth angles α
in front of the vehicle. More segments better capture the
temporal changes, but also increase the final feature vec-
tor and reduce DoA estimation quality. We distribute the
[−90◦,+90◦] range into B equal bins α1, · · · , αB , such that
α1 = −90◦ is left of the vehicle, and αB/2 in front. From
the original M signals, we thus obtain L response vectors
rl = [r(α1), · · · , r(αB)]>, containing the response for B
angles of a segment l. Finally, these are concatenated to
a (L × B)-dimensional feature vector x = [r1, · · · , rL]>,
which is run through a multi-class classifier, e.g. a Support
Vector Machine.
To quantitatively evaluate our approach, we shall report
(1) the overall accuracy, and (2) the per-class Jaccard index
(a.k.a. Intersection-over-Union) as a robust measure of one-
vs-all performance. First, for each class c the True Pos-
itives/Negatives (TPc/TNc), and False Positives/Negatives
(FPc/FNc) are computed, considering target class c is
positive and the other three classes are jointly negative. The
overall accuracy is then
(∑
c∈C TPc
)
/N with N the total
number of test samples, and the per-class Jaccard index is,
Jc = TPc/(TPc + FPc + FNc).
Our implementation uses a custom ROS node to col-
lect synchronized microphone signals together with other
vehicle sensor data. Processing is done in python, using
pyroomacoustics [22] for acoustic feature extraction, and
scikit-learn [35] for classifier training.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To validate our method, we created a novel dataset with
our acoustic research vehicle in real-world urban environ-
ments. As many factors could influence acoustic perception,
our experiments are designed to control and study these
separately. We recorded at five T-junction locations with
blind corners in the inner city of Delft, which we categorize
into two types of walled acoustical environments, namely
types A and B (see Figure 5). In static experiments where the
ego-vehicle is not moving, we shall investigate the method’s
parameters, array size, and generalization across locations.
Such static data is easy to collect, and the main source
of variance is the approaching vehicle’s changing position.
Additional dynamic experiments explore generalization to the
ego-vehicle driving at ∼15 km/h.1
A. Dataset
For the static case, we positioned the ego-vehicle such
that the building corners are still visible in the camera and
occlude the view onto the intersecting road (on average a
distance of ∼7-10m from the intersection). We then recorded
different types of passing vehicles, though in most record-
ings the approaching vehicle was a Sˇkoda Fabia 1.2 TSI
(2010) driven by us. For the dynamic case, we only made
coordinated recordings with the Sˇkoda Fabia to ensure that
the encounters were relevant and executed in a safe manner.
Scenarios with left/right/none approaching vehicles
were performed in arbitrary order to prevent undesirable
acoustic correlation with background noise to some classes.
In ∼ 19.5% of the recordings the ego-vehicle’s noisy internal
combustion engine was running to charge its battery.
a) Sample extraction: For each recording with an ap-
proaching target vehicle, we manually annotate the time t0 as
the moment when the approaching vehicle enters direct line-
of-sight. Since the precision of our t0 estimate is bound the
ego-vehicle’s camera frame rate (10 Hz), we conservatively
regard the last image before the incoming vehicle is visible
as t0. Thus, there is no line-of-sight at t ≤ t0, and we
regard the vehicle visible at t > t0 (even though it might
1Please see animated results in supplementary video.
(a) Type A: completely walled (b) Type B: walled exit
Fig. 5. Schematic of the two considered environment types. The ego-vehicle
with microphones approaches the junction from the bottom. Another vehicle
might approach behind the left or right blind corner.
TABLE I
SAMPLES PER SUBSET. IN THE ID, S/D INDICATES STATIC/DRIVING
EGO-VEHICLE, A/B THE ENVIRONMENT TYPE (SEE FIGURE 5).
ID Name left front right none Sum
SA1 Annaboogerd 14 30 16 30 90
SA2 Kwekerij 22 41 19 49 131
SB1 WillemDreeslaan 17 41 24 32 114
SB2 Vermeerstraat 28 55 27 43 153
SB3 Geerboogerd 22 45 23 45 135
DA Kwekerij 7 15 8 13 43
DB Vermeerstraat 10 21 11 22 64
SAB Total static 103 212 109 199 623
DAB Total dynamic 17 36 19 35 107
Total 120 248 128 234 730
only be a fraction of the body). From the recordings we
extract short audio samples of δt seconds for our dataset
(typically δt = 1s, see Experiments). Let te, the end of the
time window [te − δt, te], denote a sample’s time stamp at
which a prediction could be made. For recordings of the
left and right class, we extract samples at te = t0 with
the corresponding class label, and we also extract a sample
for the front class at te = t0+1.5s. Samples for the none
class were from recordings with no approaching vehicles.
Table I lists statistics of the number of samples per class in
our dataset at each recording location.
b) Data augmentation: Table I shows that the data
acquisition scheme produced imbalanced class ratios, with
about half the samples for left, right compared to
front and none. Our experiments therefore explore data
augmentation for training. By exploiting the symmetry of the
angular DoA bins, augmentation will double the right and
left class samples by reversing the azimuth bin order in
all rl, resulting in new features with the opposite label, i.e.
as if we collected additional data at mirrored locations.
B. Impact of classifier, features, and training
We first investigate the overall system performance on all
Static data from both type A and B locations (i.e. ‘SAB’)
using 5-fold cross-validation. The folds on the SAB training
data were fixed once for all experiments, with the training
samples of each class equally distributed among folds.
We fixed the frequency range to fmin = 50Hz, fmax =
1500Hz, and the number of azimuth bins to B = 30
(Section III-B), but tested two efficient and robust classi-
fiers, namely a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) with
l2−regularization weighted by hyperparameter λ, and a non-
linear classifier Random Forest (RF) classifier with n trees.
We also varied with the sample length (δt ∈ {0.5s, 1s}), the
DoA algorithm (SRP-PHAT vs MUSIC), the segment count
(L ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}), and disabling data augmentation.
Our final choice and reference was the SVM with λ = 1,
δt = 1s, L = 2, SRP-PHAT features and data augmentation.
Table II shows the results of an ablation study to these
parameter choices, and the impact of changing our choices.
We note that without data augmentation, and with L =
TABLE II
ABLATION STUDY W.R.T. OUR REFERENCE CONFIGURATION: SVM
λ = 1, SRP-PHAT FEATURES, δt = 1, L = 2, DATA AUGMENTATION.
Run Accuracy Jleft Jfront Jright Jnone
ours (reference) 0.92 0.79 0.89 0.87 0.83
ours wo. data augment. 0.92 0.75 0.91 0.78 0.83
ours w. MUSIC feat. 0.85 0.63 0.83 0.67 0.70
ours w. δt = 0.5s 0.91 0.75 0.89 0.87 0.82
ours w. L = 1 0.86 0.64 0.87 0.73 0.79
ours w. L = 3 0.92 0.74 0.92 0.82 0.81
ours w. L = 4 0.90 0.72 0.90 0.77 0.83
ours w. SVM λ = 0.1 0.91 0.78 0.89 0.81 0.82
ours w. SVM λ = 10 0.91 0.81 0.86 0.84 0.83
ours w. RF n = 10 0.89 0.67 0.88 0.78 0.79
ours w. RF n = 100 0.91 0.75 0.91 0.81 0.81
DoA-only [5], [6] 0.63 0.11 0.83 0.28 -
3 segments, overall similar accuracy is achieved, but our
reference choices perform better on left and right. The
overall accuracy of the classifiers and hyperparameters on
all these choices is similar, though SVM λ = 1 has a slight
advantage. More importantly, it performs well on both left
and right, so we keep the reference parameters as our main
method for all future experiments.
We also illustrate the inherent difficulty of the localization
task by comparing to a DoA-only baseline, which was
sufficient for past line-of-sight detection methods [5], [6].
The baseline simply selects the strongest DoA azimuth angle
α from the feature x, and assigns class left iff α < −30◦,
front iff −30◦ ≤ α ≤ +30◦ (camera field of view), and
right iff α > +30◦. We evaluate the baseline on the
easier task of only separating these three classes, and ignore
the none class. The bottom row of Table II confirms that
classification must consider reflections, and highlights the
benefit of our data-driven approach.
C. Generalization across acoustic environments
Training and testing on the samples from the same loca-
tions provides decent performance as seen in section IV-B.
It is interesting to know whether these results generally hold
for static experiments, are specific to the locations or whether
locations can be categorized in similar environments. To this
end, we choose combinations of the training and test sets
which do not comprise recordings from the same location.
In Table III, combinations of training and test sets are
listed with the corresponding performance of the linear
SVM classifier chosen in Section IV-B. The results in the
table show a general trend that testing in environments type
SA than on type SB environments achieves lower overall
accuracy. In particular, some combinations are unsuited for
predictions of the left/right, such as the ones testing
on SA or SA1. Environment B has generally better test
performance. This is most prominent at location SB1, where
the classifier still performs well on all classes. Interestingly,
training on type SA and testing on SB also works well,
although with some cutbacks in the left/right classes.
We conclude that the classifier cannot generalize easily
TABLE III
GENERALIZATION ACROSS LOCATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTS.
Test Training Accuracy Jleft Jfront Jright Jnone
SA1 SA2 0.66 0.19 0.65 0.00 0.77
SA2 SA1 0.66 0.47 0.12 0.49 0.85
SA SB 0.67 0.03 0.71 0.09 0.61
SB1 SB23 0.96 0.84 0.95 0.88 0.94
SB2 SB13 0.71 0.69 0.54 0.63 0.42
SB3 SB12 0.76 0.71 0.68 0.65 0.49
SB SA 0.79 0.41 0.83 0.61 0.67
from one location to another. The classifier may still work
at some locations, despite never seeing any sample from this
location before. It also does not seem to matter if the training
data is from the same environment type or not, though testing
on environment type B is easier than type A. One explanation
might be that the classifier needs to account for location
specific reverberation of the ego-vehicle, which may be more
pronounced at the front wall of type A environments. We still
only have few locations though, future data collection should
close the gap between train and test environments.
D. Impact of number of microphones
We also investigate the impact of the number of mi-
crophones M used, a key benefit of having a large 56
microphone array. Finding an optimal microphone placement
is a challenging problem, [36], hence, for a subset of M
microphones, we simply sample 100 random microphone
configurations out of the
(
56
M
)
possibilities from the array
and investigate our method using their measurements only.
We expect that the overall accuracy would improve with
increasing number of microphones, Figure 6a shows that
the maximum accuracy already plateaus at around M = 7.
Interestingly, it is possible to use only few microphones,
though only 3, as in [6], is too limited for our task.
Figure 6b shows the per-class Jaccard indices for the best
performing configurations. We find that especially left
and right performance depends on the microphone count,
which is expected as differentiation of these cases requires
additional directional resolution. Another benefit is that the
classification pipeline is faster with fewer computations on
audio streams (0.24/0.14/0.04s for M = 56/28/14 in our
unoptimized implementation), which is valuable for a low-
power implementation on a vehicle.
E. Generalization across predictive horizons
Next we investigate the online performance of the method
when the approaching vehicle is still further away or has al-
ready passed, i.e. at different test times w.r.t t0. Additionally,
we assess the impact of having more training samples with
more varied time stamps te, as till now all left and right
samples were taken from te = t0 only (see Section IV-A).
For this experiment, we first divide static recordings into
a fixed train (527 recordings) and test (96 recordings) split.
On the training data, we consider default sample extrac-
tion method single sample, as only one left or right
sample is extracted from their recordings. We also consider
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augmented multi sample extraction, which selects 3 left
or right samples from each recording, namely at te ∈
{t0, t0−0.5s, t0−1s}. The front and none samples remain
unchanged. For both extraction methods we train our method
(as before, an SVM with δt = 1s and L = 2), and test the
classifier on a sliding window across the 96 test recordings.
Figure 7 shows for both extraction methods the per-
class probabilities as a function of test sample time te,
grouped by the ground truth label (columns). The SVM
class probabilities are obtained with the method in [37]. For
example, in Figure 7a the probabilities for left using single
sample show that the model initially predicts on average
that no vehicle is approaching. Towards t0, the none class
becomes less likely and the model increasingly favors the
correct left class. A short time after t0, the prediction flips
to the front class and switches to right after the vehicle
passed. Similar (mirrored) behavior is observed for vehicles
approaching from the right in Figure 7b. The none class is
constantly predicted as likeliest when no vehicle approached,
see Figure 7c. Overall, the prediction matches the events of
the recorded scenarios remarkably well. Still, we note that
the left and right classes are only detected when the
approaching vehicle is already nearly in line-of-sight, which
corresponds to the time of the used training samples with
single sample extraction.
If we consider the results of using augmented multi sample
training data (bottom row, Figures 7a-7c), we find that the
model is able to predict the correct class earlier than single
sample, e.g. for right at about te− t0 = −2.5s compared
to te − t0 = −0.5s. This shows that the discriminative
acoustic patterns are not limited to the last second before
t0, but that detection horizon can improve with more varied
training data. On average, the method can correctly detect
approaching vehicles from sound 2.25 seconds before it is
visible, under our experimental conditions.
F. Impact of moving ego-vehicle
In our final experiment we investigate the impact of a
moving ego-vehicle using the dynamic data recordings.
We follow a similar procedure as the previous experiment
to assess the performance, using multi sample training data
to tackle the variance in the dynamic encounters, but now
train our models on all the static samples of environments A
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Fig. 7. Mean and std.dev. of per-class probability at different test times. Top row: single sample training data; Bottom tow: multi sample training data.
and B (SAB). To compare our results across locations, we
manually annotate the time τ0, the moment when the ego-
vehicle is at the same position as in the static recordings. We
align all dynamic recordings to that time as it represents the
moment where the ego-vehicle should make a classification
decision, irrespective if an approaching vehicle is about to
enter line-of-sight (t0) or still further away.
Figure 8 reports the average predicted probability over
time for a type A (top row) and B (bottom row) environ-
ments. For the type A, the classifier on average correctly
predicts left and right samples, and also shows the
favorable tendency for the none, around te = τ0 to te =
τ0 + 0.5s where the ego-vehicle is closest to the position of
the static training data. Unfortunately, for type B the model
trained on static data does not work on the dynamic case.
To better understand the differences between the static and
dynamic data, we compare in Figure 9a the DoA features of
the left and right recordings averaged over all samples.
The figure also shows for type A the development of the
DoA over time with respect to t0/τ0 for the static/dynamic
case. In the static recordings we see at t0+1s the prominent
band as the vehicle passes in front, but in the seconds before
t0 there is a stronger reflection from the opposite direction,
a reflection. In the dynamic case, we see that directional
peaks are less pronounced, which we expect is due to non-
directional noise of the moving ego-vehicle. Furthermore,
the changing ego-perspective results in a switching reflection
pattern. Still, around τ0 when the ego-vehicle is closest to
the static recording location, the DoA features are similar
for both classes to their static counterparts, as Figure 9b
confirms. For the type B recordings, the DoA comparison
Figure 9c shows that the dynamic pattern became less
pronounced, and the class difference at +60◦ disappeared
possibly due to a closer surface reflecting ego-vehicle noise.
Training on data with these acoustic ego-motion patterns
might reduce the observed performance gap.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that a vehicle mounted microphone array
can be used to acoustically detect approaching vehicles
behind blind corners, and may in the future also serve
other acoustic sensing tasks. We found that our configura-
tion using 56 microphones achieved an accuracy of 92%
on our 4-class hidden car detection task for a static ego-
vehicle. In our experimental setup, we are able to detect an
approaching vehicle and predict its direction on average 2.25
seconds before the vehicle becomes visible. Furthermore,
the findings of our stochastic array layout search show that
good performance can already be achieved with only 7
microphones. Existing efficient DoA techniques can identify
nearby objects in direct line-of-sight, otherwise reflection is
the main source of information. This necessitates that the
local geometry should be taken into account. When the ego-
vehicle is moving, the detector trained on static training data
still distinguishes left/right on one location, but suffers
from this domain shift on the other. We are encouraged by
our initial findings, though more experimentation is needed
as we still used limited data and controlled conditions.
Future work will focus on acquiring more training data to
improve robustness across locations and enable classification
of multiple simultaneous sources.
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